
The IT landscape is changing quickly, with an estimated 70 percent of the workforce now hybrid remote.  

As more business communications take place over new channels, organizations need to capture and archive 

new content sources in addition to traditional email. 

Veritas Alta™ Capture is the leading capture solution for the modern workforce across chat, file sharing, 

social media, financial platforms, mobile/SMS, collaboration, and voice channels directly from the source. 

Top Five Reasons Veritas Alta Capture Provides Compliance Peace of Mind

1. The Need to Simplify and Automate the Capture of Content

Collaboration tools such as Slack, MS Teams, and WhatsApp not designed with the need to archive for compliance, 

eDiscovery, or corporate governance in mind. Native features that capture content vary dramatically by platform and 

complicate the process of meeting any record keeping and compliance requirements. Veritas Alta Capture was 

developed to simplify and automate the capture of all content, allowing you to use Veritas Alta™ Archiving or Veritas 

Alta™ eDiscovery to capture more than 120 content sources. 

2. Address How to Archive All Collaboration Content if Subject to Regulatory Data Retention
Requirements

There’s one basic but important fact many IT professionals aren’t aware of: All data is potentially discoverable in litigation 

or compliance challenges. Government regulations such as SEC Rule 17, FINRA, and MiFID II address how to archive 

content in a compliant fashion. Similarly, organizations regulated by HIPAA must put appropriate policies in place to protect 

confidential patient information communicated via email or any collaboration tools. If your organization has data retention, 

privacy requirements, or internal data governance policies, you must put appropriate measures in place that extend to 

collaboration, video, or chat tools. 

3. Seamlessly Integrate with Veritas Alta Archiving and Veritas Alta eDiscovery

Veritas Alta Capture helps all types of organizations, including financial institutions, achieve quick compliance with 

regulatory and corporate governance requirements. Veritas Alta Capture is easy to set up and deploy in the cloud. Key 

functionality simplifies the capture of relevant content: 

• Native capture—captures from more than 120 content sources via native APIs

• Message threading—pulls the whole conversation, consisting of many interactions, into one archivable item

• Capture filtering—configures content sources capture based on a date range to optimize initial capture operations

• Simplified management—allows you to easily manage and monitor all of your Veritas Alta Capture data sources from
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4. Reduce Compliance-Related Costs and Avoid Regulatory Fines

The need to capture and classify all communication for regulated industries is difficult. Today, most collaboration tools 

don’t have their own storage repository, but instead store data in several other services. In the case of Microsoft Teams, 

for example, the storage repositories are within several other Microsoft 365 services. Capturing all relevant content is 

extremely cumbersome, time-consuming, and expensive. Veritas Alta Capture automates the content capture process of all 

relevant data into one or multiple archives based on preset custom requirements in a defensible and auditable manner. 

5. Mitigate Risk Involving Internal Investigations, External Audits, and Lawsuits

On average, companies use 88 applications to power daily workflows—a 21 percent increase from three years ago. 

Government regulations, litigation, eDiscovery, and internal investigations require records of these communications. 

Veritas Alta Capture easily captures and archives all relevant conversations into your existing infrastructure in a defensible 

and auditable way. 

Learn More

To learn more about Veritas Alta Capture and our current promotions, visit the Veritas Alta Capture web page. 

Renew your Veritas maintenance and services to continue access to free support and upgrades, so you can make the most of your 

Veritas products. Renewing allows you to capitalize on the innovations in the latest releases as soon as they are available, to keep your 

products up-to-date and operating as they should. It also allows you to leverage Veritas services to get the always-on expert technical 

support required to quickly resolve issues. As a result, you extract more value from your Veritas investment and reduce your risks, so you 

can focus on your business. 

Learn more about Veritas maintenance and support at veritas.com/renewals.

About Veritas

Veritas Technologies is a leader in multi-cloud data management. Over 80,000 customers—
including 95 percent of the Fortune 100—rely on Veritas to help ensure the protection, 
recoverability, and compliance of their data. Veritas has a reputation for reliability at scale, which 
delivers the resilience its customers need against the disruptions threatened by cyberattacks, like 
ransomware. No other vendor is able to match the ability of Veritas to execute, with support for 
800+ data sources, 100+ operating systems, 1,400+ storage targets, and 60+ clouds through 
a single, unified approach. Powered by Cloud Scale Technology, Veritas is delivering today on its 
strategy for Autonomous Data Management that reduces operational overhead while delivering 
greater value. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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